Color Stories | Rustic Modern
We all love rustic weddings, but this one in particular
incorporated the perfect touch of modern! The combination of
orange florals, silver hued greenery, burlap, and mercury
glass created a color pallet that blended perfectly in this
natural setting. Our square Kalvin white porcelain plates
paired with the farm table made for a modern rustic feel.
Adding soft touches of yellow with our Seersucker napkins gave
the place setting a fresh texture, and we cannot get over how
adorable the accents of cut metal hearts! Alas, burlap pillows
on our studio furniture made for the perfect combination of
Rustic Modern.

TRENDS WE LOVE | STRIPES
Bold stripes are a trend we love and are currently hot in the
fashion and event industries. Whether horizontal, vertical,
thick, or thin, stripes make a graphic statement any time of
the day. Our new Zipp Licorice napkin creates a vertical pop
of excitement against this black, white, and mint tablescape.
Stripes are also popping up on this table in the glassware.
Our L.A. collection, displayed in a wine and champagne glass,
is a modern glass that is etched with 3 striped rings. There
are endless opportunities to incorporate stripes into your
event style and go bold!

COLOR STORIES | NAVY AND GOLD
Navy and gold complement each other beautifully and provides a
classic and timeless color palate great for any event. Pairing
our Marilyn China with our new Royce Gold Flatware and Gold
Rimmed Duchess Glassware atop Caprice Navy linen creates the
perfect combination. Weaving Caprice Navy chair sashes through
our Gold Chivari chairs boasts an elegant and stylish flare to
the chairs. A nearby cake table compliments the navy and gold
theme by pairing opposites, a Gold Satin linen and tying it
back with a Caprice Navy sash. The mixtures of navy and gold
keep these tablescapes looking sophisticated and elegant.

Celebrations! on Location |
Monterey, CA
This June Celebrations! had the privilege of traveling to
Monterey to build one of our customized structure style tents.
This event was a seated dinner occupying 1,000 guests, that
was enclosed in our large structure tent measuring 82’x328’.
Our staff installed our tent on top of a large tennis court
which included black astro turf, solid white vinyl walls,
wrought iron chandeliers, and white metal chandeliers. Our
Celebrations! team was honored to have the opportunity to
create a unique structure tent for this beautiful Monterey
event!

Looks We Love | Up, Up and
Away!!!
Our chalkboard stand is a great way to make any announcement,
especially introducing your new little addition. Attaching
wicker bread baskets with ribbon to paper lanterns and
stringing them over the center of your table makes for an eyepopping center piece! You can use any colors that correspond
with your theme and incorporate them into your glass and china
choices. For the table setting we have paired our Waves
overlay on top of a white linen, and placed our Maui Ocean
Dinner Plate and Kona Clear Salad Plate atop our Retro
Platinum Charger. Adding the Blueberry Fizz Napkins and Purple
Bubble Goblets give some fun flare to your table. The sky is
the limit with creativity!

